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NOTES: 
 
It is said that Aliso City is not the Confederacy of Independent Systems’ first attempt at 
settlement. During the hottest point of the Clone Wars, members of the CIS wished to expand 
further from their military outposts and the Pinnacle, hoping to create a new capital that would 
rival that of Raxulon on the planet Raxus. Their plan also involved erecting a new Separatist 
Senate building, in case their existing headquarters were infiltrated by outside forces during the 
war. 
 
With approval from Count Dooku, members of the CIS began to settle ambassadors, as well as 
their families and loved ones, on a separate isle not far from the western plateau of Aliso City. 
The isle is heavily populated by native trees and bushes, but little to no organic life besides 
simple life forms and insects inhabits the space. Much flora and foliage was cleared away to 
make room for the new buildings that would ideally house residents of New Raxulon. 
 
While the initial barracks and quarters that were built were crude, they offered ample storage 
space for CIS shipments and supplies. New Raxulon ultimately became not a settlement for 
people, but instead for objects, such as durasteel and duracrete that had been discarded from 
their construction yards. This currently gives the island the look of a dumpster or junkyard, 
where shrapnel and other tossed artifacts and equipment have been left behind and forgotten. 
 
When the CIS ambassadors took umbrage with the ugly state of New Raxulon - after all, nobody 
likes to live near a landfill - their request to be relocated was answered quickly and almost 
abashedly. They were returned to the Pinnacle or other military outposts close to where Aliso 
City would later expand into the frontier settlement it is today. Other ambassadors decided to 
leave Aliso entirely, preferring the actual Raxulon on Raxus. 
 
Currently, the lost isle of New Raxulon is no longer lost, but instead serves as a site of intrigue 
for those interested in collecting and studying the debris left behind by the CIS. It is said that 
some Alisoans have actually settled on New Raxulon, working as scavengers and attempting to 
find items of value within the enormous junk piles left behind. The roughshod barracks are still 
used as shelters for these rambunctious and wily scavengers to this day. 
 


